
Perfect PointillismPerfect Pointillism

1.   Look up the artist Georges Seurat and pointillism.  Pointillism is a style of painting in which a picture is made from 
dots of pure color that blend, at a distance, into recognizable shapes and various shades and tints of a color.  French 
painter Georges Seurat, is one of the most famous for this style of art.

2.   After viewing some of his work, talk to your child about how it may have been made.  Look at some of the pictures 
close-up then far away.  Help them to create  conversations about the works.

3.  Once they have an idea about pointillism.  Have them draw a very simple picture, lightly, with pencil.

4.  Discuss composition and how to fill the page.

5.  Help children decide what each section or object in the picture should be colored.   For example in their picture, they 
could decide the water will be blue, the sand tan, the sky light blue, etc. 

6.  Once, they have made some color decisions.  Pour paint colors onto a plate.

7.  Using cotton swabs, dip the cotton swabs into the paint colors and make dots to fill in their paintings.  Encourage 
them to use only dots and refrain from line making.

8.  Once they have finished painting, allow the paint to dry.  Using an eraser, erase any exposed pencil lines.  This will 
allow the picture to be fully developed by the dots, like a traditional pointillism painting.

9.  Congratulations - you have a mini artistic master on your hands.  

***To make things simpler for younger children.  Draw a simple 
shape picture for them.  Then lie paints out one color at a time.  
For example, fill in one shape with blue dots.  Once they have 
finished, give them the next color, so they may fill in the next 
shape with it.  As they get older, they can draw their own picture 
and paint with a variety of colors in front of them at one time.*** 

Objective:

Instructions:

Key words:

Materials:
A piece of colored construction paper
Pencil with eraser
Internet or library trip

Tempera or Acrylic Paint
Paper plate for a palette
Q-tips/cotton swabs

Dots, color, pointillism, composition, Georges Seurat

Develop an understanding of basic pointillism and the artist 
Georges Seurat.
Develop fine motor skills.
Create an understanding of composition.
Understand how to use to different materials to paint on a surface.

Draw a simple picture

Begin to paint with dots
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